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CHANGES IN MANUAL FOR THE WORK AND THE SOFTWARE OF THE CONTROLLER
User manual
version
1.2

Changes
•
•

•
•
•
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Changed and updated version to 58/29
Added option for changing the set temperature with gestures and
swiping up/down, left/right on the screen. Making the device use
extremely comfortable and more efficient.
A vacuum pressure switch can be connected to OD input with
normally closed contact.
Changed and updated version to 64/31
Active Touch places have been added of the main screen. They will
lead to associative menus for information and settings.
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INTRODUCTION
The controller NPBC-V6T-2 is using the new control module with 3.5'' IPS display with
capacitive Touch sensor -NRC-8. The standart '' Executive '' module for the controller is NBPCV4E-2. It is also possible to work with older version of the executive modules – NPBC-V4C.
Comparing the older model NPBC-V4C the controllers NPBC-V6T have many advantages
and some of the most important are:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

New vision of the display with more displayed information. With new IPS technology of
the screen, it has extending side viewing angle and the image is seen equally good from all
directions.
The new more modern touch-based interface is with virtual buttons and also with the
option for changing to function - icons. In addition to scrolling through the virtual buttons,
the settings parameters can also be selected directly by touching which makes the
operation with NRC-8 more comfortable, easier and faster.
Thanks to the larger touch screen, parameters, which are numbers or text, are entered
directly by a numeric or alphanumeric keypad. This is easier than the old control module,
which has only two buttons - for increase and decrease. In addition when entering numeric
parameters, their permissible value is displayed in a special field. If the value is out of
limits, the field in which the parameter is entered is outlined in a red box, and the newly
entered value of the parameter is not saved.
No need to use a smartphone or a computer, when connecting the Wi-Fi module to the
home Internet network. The name of the home Wi-Fi network can be selected directly from
the screen of the control module from a list of scanned networks or manually entered.
Same option with the password and encoding - by the virtual keyboard of the touch screen
of the NRC-8.
Possibility to include additional cleaning mechanism with self-control of both direction
from FC and AUX output, for example linear moving grates.
Possibility for individual calibration of the auger capacity and calorific value of the pellets
for each fuel profile.
A "Frost Protection" function has been added to protect the system from frost. When a
critical low temperature is detected in the boiler, the burner ignites automatically, even
when it is switched off. Тhere is an additional option for the periodic switching on of the
circulating pumps to move the liquid in the heating installation.
Individual setting of the Hysteresis for re-ignition of the burner, independent of the settings
of the power modulation.
Possibility for speed setting of the two fans when cleaning the burner as well as the
separate settings for extinguish phase, independent on the settings of different powers in
burning mode.
Possibility for automatically reduce the burner power when the temperature of the exhaust
gases exceed the high temperature warning limit.
The new NPBC-V4E executive module has more reliable 800V semiconductor switches
and has better circuit solutions to increase its reliability.
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Controllers NPBC-V6T-2 are designed to control burners , using increasing or decreasing the
temperature of the exhaust gases for detecting ignited or extinguished fire. The measuring is with
the high temperature sensor pt 100, mounted in the beginning of the chimney. The dosing of the
pellets fed to the fire is done by pulse switching on the auger from the pellet tank. The user can set
the cycle (time between two switches) and the time length when the auger is switched on. The
module can control an optional auger motor that forwards the falling pellets to the burning
chamber. The controllers run two fans: one that provides air to the burning chamber, and the other
is additional fan for taking out the exhaust gases from the boiler if it is necessary. The both fans'
powers are smoothly modulated by the controller. To control the burner, power can be used with
the temperature of the water in the boiler, the signal from RT input from the universal room
thermostat or temperature measured in the room. There it is installed additional control module
with room thermostat function NRC-8-SV. It is possible to control the exhaust gases temperature
with Pt 100- high temperature sensor. This temperature can activate alarm when the preset limit is
reached to decrease the power of the burner and to extinguish it. The controller can control
mechanisms for additional cleaning of the burner with powerful fan, compressor or linear moving
mechanism. The controller run two circulation pumps for Heating installation for the water heater
and for Domestic hot water.
All of the controlled mechanisms must work on 220VAC or 110VAC mains power supply!
Important:
The controller NPBC-V6T must be powered at least 4 minutes, for normal operation of the clock
support system and the current state of the burning process when the power supply is switched off!

Hydraulic scheme of the outside heating system and the hot water system controlled
by NPBC-V6T
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Mechanisms and sensors controlled by NPBC-V6T-2
• Electric feed screw motor to transfer the fuel from the bunker to the burner (power up to
180 W)
• Electric internal auger motor to forward the fuel into the burning chamber (power up to
180W)
• Main blower with smooth speed control to regulate the air flow (power up to 180W)
• Additional cleaning fan (power up to 900W)
• Linear cleaning actuator with one or two control outputs (up to 180W).The second output
is an option (AUX)!
• Exhaust gases fan with smooth speed control (power up to 180W)
• Heating element to fire the pellets (power up to 900W)
• Hot water Beamer circulation pump (power up to 180W)
• Central heating installation circulation pump (power up to 180W)
• (Optional) Analogue output (0..10V) for frequency inverter to power up a powerful air fan
• Temperature sensor or thermostat to control the back burning
• Temperature sensor to control the temperature of the water in the boiler
• Temperature sensor for the hot water heater
• High temperature sensor pt100 for detecting the fire and control the temperature of the
exhaust gases.
• A potential free contact of a room thermostat for better control of the burner and
circulation pump of the heating installation according to the room temperature.
• Connector for additional control module with room thermostat function NRC-8-SV
• USB interface for connection with a computer for software uprade
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Electronic pellet burner controller - NPBC-V6T-2
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF NPBC-V6T-2
Outputs

Inputs

FM

Main fan

RT

FSG

Fan for the flue gases

PS

SF

Screw for fuel

RB

SB

Internal screw

B

PH

Heating installation pump

WH

Water heater temperature sensor

PWH

Hot water heater pump

PT

pt100 high temperature sensor

IGN

Hot water heater pump

OD

Input for switch for Forced stop with
normally open or normally closed
contact or for vacuum switch
( pressure switch) with normally
closed contact.

FC

Fan for cleaning or linear actuator
forward

LED

AUX

Linear actuator backward (Option)

ACF

Analogue fan output (Option)

DO

Room thermostat. To this input could
be connected a normally opened or
normally closed contact, with no
additional voltage.
Reverse burning sensor
Boiler temperature sensor

NOT USE THE EXECUTIVE MODULE WITHOUT IT BEING INSTALLED IN A BURNER OR EXTERNAL BOX,

SO THAT NO EXPOSED CONDUCTIVE ELEMENTS ARE ACCESSIBLE.

THERE IS A RISK OF

ELECTRIC SHOCK WHEN

TOUCHING SOME ELEMENTS IN THE EXECUTIVE MODULE.

FOR

BETTER OPERATION OF

CONNECTED TO THE

TOUCH

DISPLAY, THE GROUND WIRE OF THE POWER SUPPLY MUST BE

PE INPUT OF THE POWER TERMINAL.
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WAY OF OPERATION
A burner controlled by NPBC-V6T-2 can work in continuous automatic mode or in timer
mode. While in timer mode, the burner works only during the intervals of the day and the days of
the week set from the user by heating to the temperature entered according to the timer.
The burning process goes through several stages: cleaning, igniting, unfolding the fire,
modulated burning process according to the current and set temperature of the boiler, intermediate
cleaning performed during the burning process, extinguishing and cleaning again after the final
extinguishing. The current stage of the burner is displayed in green color on the bottom line of the
main screen and at the same time is giving how many seconds remain till the end of time- limited
stages.
Every ignition begins with a cleaning cycle to clean all leftovers of the previous burning.
The main fan is set in the menu Service Settings » Burning Setup » Fuel X » Cleaning, line
Start, ,the exhaust fan is set from the same menu row "Exhaust Fan". The operation of
mechanisms for additional cleaning are set in menu “Service settings" » "Additional cleaning"
row Start. The additional cleaning start after the end of cleaning with a main fan. After the
cleaning phase follows the ignition phase.
The burner ignition procedure begins with loading the first dose of pellets into the burning
chamber. The ignition is done with the help of an electric heater and forced air from the burner
fans. The ignition procedure performed after loading the first dose with pellets has three stages.
During the first stage, only the electric heater works without fan, to reach the required ignition
temperature faster. During the next two stages, air supply to the burning chamber begins to run
simultaneously with the operation of the heater, and the heat from the heater is transferred to the
pellets and the necessary oxygen is delivered to ignite the fuel. Usually during Stage 2 the fan is
set at a lower speed not to cool the flame, and after a more stable fire to increase the air flow
during Stage 3. From the menu "Service settings" » "Burning Setup" » "Fuel Х" » "Ignition"
can be set the maximum duration of each stage of ignition and the speed of the main and exhaust
fan. When the photosensor detects the light from the burning fire the ignition heater turns off and
the burner goes to unfolding fire phase to stabilize the fire, while the burning chamber is not yet
hot enough. If the pellets do not ignite within the set time, the burner loaded a new portion of
pellets and makes a new attempt to ignite. In order not to fill the burner with unburned pellets, the
quantity of any new pellets will decrease twice with the next ignition attempt. New pellets are
supplied only the First 3 ignition tries in a proportion by 100%, 50% and 25% of the set dose.
After the last ignition attempt, the burner stops and display an error message for ignition fail. The
parameters for the first dose and the ignition attempts can be set in the menu as default start with
the option settings displayed in the menu Service Settings » Burning Setup » Fuel X»
Ignition. The parameters for detection of the burning fire or extinguished fire can be set in the
menu Service Settings » Flame Detection
The successful ignition is followed by the smooth unfolding procedures. If the fire is still
unstable and the burning chamber is cold start feeding pellets and air for maximum power. The
flame can be smother or blow off. To prevent this, first wait for the burning of the first dose of
pellets and then slowly increase in power from the lowest power P1 to the highest required power,
depending on the difference in temperature (set temperature and water temperature in the boiler).
The parameters for the Unfolding fire process can be set from the menu Service Settings »
Burning Setup » Fuel X » Unfolding Fire
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The next step is burning control with power modulation. The controller supports settings for
4 different power levels. Three of them are used for normal burners' work and for the heating of
the boiler. The 4th power level maintains the burning fire to avoid unnecessary cycles of
extinguishing, cleaning and ignition when the water in the boiler has reached the set temperature.
Of course, if there is no need for new energy in the heating system for a long time, the burner will
turn off. The dose of pellets that will be fed into the burning chamber and which determines the
current power is a function of:
the productivity of the fuel auger, the time of operation of the auger and the cycle between
two turnings on of the auger.
The parameters required for setting each power choice are: the operating time of the fuel
auger, the cycle between two turn on of auger and the speeds of the main and chimney fan. They
are set in the menu "Service settings" »" Burning setup "» "Fuel X" »" Power P1 "/" Power
P2 "/" Power P3 "/" Suspend". The burner automatically selects the power to operate depending
on the temperature difference between the set temperature and the current temperature in the
boiler. The choice is made at the beginning of each cycle of fuel delivering. All this is set by
"Service settings" »" Power modulation ". In the last menu also sets the maximum time during
which the burner will have the power for maintaining the fire. If this time has ended, the burner
will turn off. While in "Suspend" mode the temperature difference reaches the set value for some
of the power level and if there is still embers in the burner, it will ignite again using the embers in
it and will not use the heater.
When switching off the burner, whether from the On / Off button, by timer or via OD input,
it immediately goes to extinguish procedure. The fuel delivery is stopped and the fans continue to
run until the remaining pellets are completely burned to prevent back burning to the pellet tank.
When the photosensor detects that the fire is off, the burner goes to the cleaning phase, then
returns to its initial state. The speed of the extinguishing fans is set from the menu "Service
settings" »" Burning setup "» "Fuel X" »" More settings "
The burner is cleaned first with the main fan and then with the additional cleaning system, if
it has been initially equipped with one. This system can be made with a powerful fan connected to
the FC output, or by some other mechanical system connected to the FC or FC + AUX output. The
cleaning settings are different, depending on whether they are before ignition, after switching off
or if a problem is registered. The procedure is as follows:
1. Turn the burner OFF.
2. The main blower turns on and works on maximum power for as long as it is in the
menu Service Settings » Burning Setup » Fuel X » Cleaning, row ''Start'', ''Stop''
or ''Alarm''
3. After the above time is up, the additional mechanical cleaning system turns on if
equipped and it is set in the menu Service Settings » Burning Setup » Cleaning,
row ''Start'', ''Stop'' or ''Alarm'' . If it is set time 0 , output FC won't work and
this step missing.
During these procedure the burner turns off, performs the procedure for Cleaning and then
turns on again. The controller has a possibility to set cycles for automatic cleaning by periodically
turning off the burner, cleaning and then turn it on again. The activation of the auto - cleaning and
the time for work between two cleanings is set from the menu Service Settings » Burning Setup
» Fuel X » Cleaning row "Auto cleaning" and "Cycle"
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The controller uses another method of intermediate cleaning, in which the fire is not
extinguished, but only increases the power of the fan or activates the FC output to activate some
cleaning mechanism. The necessary settings for this cleaning method are set from the menu
"Service settings" »"Burning Setup "» "Fuel X" »" Intermediate cleaning ". The parameters
which must be set are: the time during which the intermediate cleaning procedure is repeated, the
fan speed to be maintained during cleaning, how long to clean and whether to use the FC output
for another mechanism for cleaning. During this cleaning the pellet delivery do not stop.
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EXPLOTATION INSTRUCTION
The controller NPBC-V6T-2 is controlled from ”Control module” NRC-8. It has 3.5 '' IPS display
with capacitive touch sensor. It has virtual buttons or active places for control as well as by sliding
your finger in a certain direction (gesture).

Micro USB

Controller's main screen appears after turning the power supply on:
Time

DHW Pump

CH Pump

Status bar with icons for the
outputs' current state and
the Internet connection

Virtuals buttons for
main screen
Boiler's water
temperature

Information fields
Left side

External stop activated
(input OD)
Information fields
Right side

Fuel type used
at the moment

Heater On
Main fan's speed
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Burner's work phase (table 1)
or Registered errors (table 2)
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The operation of the two augers, the fan and the circulation pumps is visualized with the animated
image in the middle of the main screen. When the photo sensor detect fire, a flame will appear in
the boiler. If it is necessary to display several informational messages on the bottom line at the
same time, they alternate in every 4 seconds. The date is displayed in white color, the operating
stage in green and the registered errors in red color .
If the time is not correct, the indication will be --:-- .The time must be set correctly for normal
operation of the burner.
Most of the error messages are indicated with tree-tone sound signalization.
Some of the error messages are cleared automatically after the problem is cleared. The others for
examples “Back burning”,”Boiler frost”and etc.,can be cleared after pressing and holding button
for one second.

The information fields are as follow:
Icon

Displayed information:
Temperature to which the water in the stove will heat, taking into account set
temperature and the temperature of the active timers.
Current calculated power of the burner. A calibrating constant parameter for the
auger motor's capacity must be set to assure the correct value of the burner's power.
The calibrating constant is available in the menu Service Settings »Burning Setup
» Fuel X» "More settings"
Exhaust gas temperature

Information about the upcoming action of the timer. If there are no active timers or
the burner is in Standby mode, there is no information under the icon. If there is at
least one activated timer and the burner is ON, under the Icon there will be
information regarding the time or the day of the week of the upcoming action or if
this moment is in the interval of some of the timer, the temperature set by the timer
and how long it will be valid.
Remaining time until the end of processes with limited duration, for example
cleaning, fuelling with the initial fuel dose etc. The stages of power modulation and
maintenance are not with equal duration, because it can be interrupted by activating
a thermostat or changing the temperature, and that's why there is no information
about their ending.
Temperature measured by the temperature sensor in the water heater

Exhaust fan's speed.
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Blue staus bar icons:

Internet connection
Active room thermostat (Set temperature is reached)
Аdditional control module with room thermostat function NRC-8-SV On.
Active FC ( output FC)
Active additional output AUX
Active DHW Pump
Active CH Pump
Open door
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Work with Touch display
The NRC-8 control module has a touch sensor positioned over the entire screen area. The control
of the controller is made through the settings menus, and depending on the type of screen and the
type of parameter set, appears a virtual numeric or alphanumeric keypad, delete button, navigation
buttons and others. When “selecting” one of the virtual buttons, you must touch the image of this
button, if it possible in its central part on the screen, to avoid activation of nearby buttons.

Marked field on
the parameter which
will be entered

Permissible range of
the ''Duration'' parameter
Exit button to the main
screen and record
the edited parameters

"Virtual place"
Touching this field
you will mark
parameter for enter
a new value

Button to delete
one symbol from the right
to the left
"Virtual buttons"
Touching the places with
images of buttons is
equivalent to pressing them

For each active area on the screen there is an indication for when it is touched and selected, there
is a low beep sound. When pressing a button its image become lighter. On the settings screen a
current field, which is edited, is framed and it is in lighter background. If the parameter is numeric,
in the field over the keyboard an information is appeared for the permissible range of it’s value.
If the entered number is outside the permissible range, it will be enclosed in a red frame. In this
case, if you change the focus to another parameter or exit the setup menu, a continuous beep will
sound and the incorrectly entered parameter will restore its old possible value.
The selection of another parameter for editing can be done with the "<" or ">" buttons, by pressing
them in one or the other direction. The easier way is to tap the "Virtual place" where the parameter
that must be edited is.
When a menu type screen with sequentially lines is displayed, the selection of the function is made
by shortly touching it. When the menu has more positions than the rows that could be displayed on
the screen, then the screen has to be moved up or down so that and the another part of the menu to
be visible. This can be done with the up or down arrow buttons that will move the current menu
row. The easier way is to touch and hold your finger on one of the visible rows on the screen, then,
without removing your finger from the screen, to move it in the required direction, which will
move the visible part of the menu.
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Exit to the mainscreen
button
Indicator for
more rows.
To see them
you have to move
the screen down

Marked row.
If press „>“,
you will select the
function on this row

Return button

Indicator for
more rows.
To see them
you have to move
the screen up

Indicator for
new submenu
to select with rows

Field to enter
the password
Alfanumeric key board

Serch icon for
nearby networks

Caps change button

Button Enter for
Confirm the information

If the menu has a key with alternative on/off of a parameter from Checkbox type, switching over
can be done into two ways: By pressing the button from the field with virtual buttons or by
shortly touching of the marked field with the key. Keep in mind, if the key is not marked, the first
touch will mark it and the second one will switch over it.
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Switch is On
Switch to marked
CheckBox

Switch is Off

Main screen buttons
Direction to slide on
the finger
on the first
information screen

Select mode button
Button to change the set
temperature

Available area for
operating by
gestures

Main menu button
Switch to
information screen
Button for clearing
registerd errors

Active places leading to associative functions.
Touching here
will forward you
to “WiFi connection” screen

To start
“ Timers” submenu

Touching here to start
“ Set Time and Date “
submenu
To start
“ Select Fuel”
submenu
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Screen lock

To unlock
buttons, you need
to touch and hold for
more than 5 sec.
the button to
unlock

From the "Display" menu line "Auto lock" automatic screen lock can be activated 30 seconds after
the last action. When the screen is locked, the gestures do not work and the buttons on the main
screen are hidden. Only the unlock button appears , which must be pressed for more than 5
seconds to unlock the screen.
The information screen can be changed with the navigation buttons and by gestures when sliding
the finger on the screen in the desired direction. When switching through the main informational
screens the surface should be pressed and slided horizontally or vertically more than half the
screen. The sliding direction is as follows: the information screens are to the right side of the main
screen, so to switch from the main screen to the first information screen, the sliding must be from
right to left. The order of the screens is: graphs "Pellets consumption", text informational screens,
"Diagnostics". Returning back to the main screen is done with a gesture from left to right. When
the current screen is a graph of the pellets consumption, with a gesture from bottom to top goes to
the graph from the previous day and back, with a gesture from top to bottom - to the next day. The
same is and when displaying text information screens, the "Information", "Wi-Fi connection" and
"Version" screens are scrolled sequentially in a cycle. After the “Version'' screen, again follows
"Information", etc. When displaying "Diagnostics" in the same way, with gestures up and down,
the pages are changed if there is more than one page. When using gestures to change the screens,
the touch of the virtual button area should be avoided to prevent accidental activation of any of
them.
Direction to slide on finger
to Main screen
on the right or
text Information on the left
Area available for
operating by
gestures
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Turn On/Off the burner:
Pressing On / Off button in the middle of the screen displays a menu for mode select:

Mode refusal
and back to
main screen

Selected row

Confirm selection
of the marked mode
Changing of the mode can be made with virtual buttons “▲” or “▼”and then pressing the button
"Enter" to confirm the changing or directly with touching the selection row from the menu without
additional confirmation. You can choose between three operation modes: On, Off and Timers.
When pressing the exit button to the main screen the mode doesn't change. If no button is being
pressed for more than 5 seconds, the screen will exit without changing the mode or status. To be
sure that the burner is turned off after choosing Off mode, you must be sure that on the bottom of
the display there is no message in green with any of the working stages of the burner. The working
stages are described as follows below in Table 1:
Table1
Work phase

Work phase

1 Cleaning

6 Power P1

2 Feeding

7 Power P2

3 Ignition

8 Power P3

4 Unfolding fire

9 Additional cleaning

5 Suspend

10 Extinguishing

When the burner is in "Off" mode, it will not work unless the frost protection mode is activated. If
the burner goes to "Off", and it was ignited, it will switch to the extinguishing procedure.
Completing the fire extinguishing and cleaning process will require some time. It is normal for the
burner and boiler units to continue to operate even after switching to "Off" mode.
The circulation pumps can operate even when the burner is extinguished, but there are certain
conditions for their operation. This way the heating energy of the water in the boiler will be used
while it is available in the tank.
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When the burner is turn On, at first it will be displayed the field “Number of fuel”. If all the
conditions for ignition of the burner are fulfilled, as for example - the temperature of the boiler is
under the set hysteresis for ignition, there is no active room thermostat, no active input OD for
emergency stop, no registered serious problems and there is permission, and any the timers are on,
the burner will turn on to ignition automatically. After that, all the procedures for this type of fuel
will be automatically performed – ignition, unfolding the fire, suspend, power modulation,
intermediate cleaning, extinguishing and full cleaning.
When Timers mode is selected, the burner will run only the set time intervals from menu
“Timers”. If all the timers get deactivated, while the burner is running in “Timers” mode, the
burner will stop and an error will be displayed - “No active timers!”. If in this situation, at least
one timer is activated again, the burner will continue to operate in “Timers” mode, according the
active timers.
Changing the set temperature for heating the water in the boiler
By pressing the button , when the controller is in “Main screen” the user is opening the screen
for correction of the set temperature. The temperature is changed with the virtual button "+" and
"-". When holding one of these buttons, the temperature will change automatically with a rate to 5
degrees per second. To exit and save the temperature, press the  button. If no button is pressed
for 5 seconds, any change made, is saved and exits to the main screen. Easier way for correction
is possible, by sliding the finger up to the screen for increasing the temperature or down to the
screen for decreasing it. If slide the finger to the left you will saved the new temperature and you
will exit from the temperature screen.

Available area for
operating by
gestures

Additional information for the burner operation.
By pressing a button , when the controller is in “Main screen”, you go to additional information
screens. Switching over from main screen to information screens can be done and by gesture –
sliding on the left.
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Statistics of pellet consumption by hours.
The first information is “Pellet consumption” screen, which contains charts with pellet
consumption for the last 4 days. First is the information for the current day that is displayed, and
with the buttons “▲” or “▼”, it is available to be scrolled the cycle and for the others 4 days.
Scrolling of the information for each day can be done and by gestures - sliding up and down. The
data is displayed with a histogram on the entire display. The coordinate system has a horizontal
axis with the hours of the day and a vertical axis with the consumed pellets in kilograms for the
corresponding hour. At the top is the corresponding date for the displayed information and on the
bottom is the summary information about the pellet consumption during the day.

Information about the status of some current parameters.
By pressing the "►" button, when the controller is in the "Pellet consumption" screen, opens the
the "Information" screen. The same can be done with a gesture – slide on the left. The set
temperature of the boiler and the consumption of pellets from its last reset are displayed on this
screen. If a second NRC8-SV display with room thermostat function is switched on, the set and
measured room temperature is displayed.

Date format
dd/mm/yyyy

Indicator
for next page

By pressing and holding on the screen with “Total consumption” selected in a frame, for over 2
seconds, the indications for total consumption of the pellets is reset. Also the day and the time of
this reset are remembered, which makes it clear for what period is accumulated the next “Total
consumption“ of the pellets. You must have in mind, that the consumption of the pellets for the
current day is not reset because it starts recording it and reporting from 00:00 on the day whose
date is displayed on the screen.
If on the screen information press „◄“ to go to the previous screen -”Pellets consumption”.The
same can be done with gesture- sliding on the right
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Information about the Wi-Fi modem and the Internet connection
From the screen “Information” to go to screen “Wi-Fi” connection you must press the button
“▼”. You can do it and by gesture- sliding on the screen to the top of the display.

The fields are as follow:
ID – unique identification number for each modem
IP – Modem's IP address
WiFi mode - – Modem's current state can be any of the following:
• Idle –No connection with WiFi router
• Access point – The modem is waiting for the local WiFi network's SSID and password
• AP Associated – The modem is connected to a router
• Internet Access – Established internet connection
• Connected – The modem is connected to the information system server
Snd/Rcv – – Sent/Received data packages
If the control module is not equipped with a Wi-Fi modem, there will be a message on the screen
“No Wi-Fi device”
Software version of the controller and Wi-Fi module software version.
To reach from “WiFi connection” to “Version” screen you must press the button “▼”. You can do
it and with gesture - sliding to the top of the display.
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Diagnostic
Pressing the "►" button when the controller is in one of the text information screens, goes to the
"Diagnostics" screen, which is a list of information about all the registered errors and the exact
time and date of its occurrence. If there are more than 4 entries, the next or previous page is
displayed with the “▼” or “▲” buttons. Scrolling from a text information screen to the
"Diagnostics" screen can also be done by a gesture – slide to the left and the changing of the pages
with diagnostic data - by sliding up and down the screen length.
By pressing the button
for more than 2 seconds, the diagnostic information is cleared and
displayed message “No information” and save the time and the date of the reset. When
“Diagnostics “ screen is displayed you can see an entry with the event “Start”, fixing the date and
the time from which is going to begin the new diagnostic information. The star symbol mark the
next registered event.

The messages that are possible to appeared on this screen are shown in table 2. The messages from
1 to 13 will also appear and as a message for an error on the bottom line of the main screen.
Table 2
Message

Cleaning the Description
error

1

Back burning

Button

2

Off boiler TS

automatically Boiler's temperature sensor is disconnected

3

Short boiler TS

4

Boiler Frost

Button

5

Ignition Fail

Button

6

Off RB Sensor

7

Short RB Sensor

automatically The back burning temperature sensor is on short

8

Off WH Sensor

automatically DHW temperature sensor is disconnected

9

Short WH Sensor

10

Off PT Sensor

11

Short PT Sensor

12

High Flue gas temp
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13

Flue gasses alarm

14

Menu settings

---

Date and time of the last access to the Settings menu

15

No Exec module

---

No connection with the Executive module

16

Power On

---

Date and time when the power supply to the
controller was turned on

17

Power Off

---

Date and time when the power supply to the
controller was turned off

18

Reset

---

Date and time when the controller's software or the
information in the Diagnostics screen has been reset.

Button

The exhaust temperature is extremely high and the
burner has stopped

If "◄" is pressed from the "Diagnostics" screen, go to the front "Information" screen. The same
can be done with a gesture – sliding on the right.
When the error messages appear in red color on the bottom of the main screen, they can be
cleared in following ways:
• automatically after the reason for the message is no longer present
• Pressing and holding the button
for more than 2 seconds, while on the main screen if
the reason for the message is no longer present.
Automatic warning messages .
In some cases, screens with a red label "Warning!" and a message with the reason for appearing
may appear, for example as the screens below:
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Parameter settings.
In the NPBC-V6T controller all parameters except the set temperature are changed from the main
menu, which is display by pressing a button
from the main screen. The user settings, which are
used from the end consumer of the heating system are accessible directly from this menu. The last
position in the main menu, sub-menu “Service settings”, contains parameters configuring the
operating modes of the burner, sensors and mechanisms, connected to the controller. The access to
the “Service settings” can be restricted with an access code.

User settings
Time and Date - Setting the controller clock. The time format is 24- hour hh:mm (23:59), and the
date format is dd/mm/yy. The day of the week is automatically set after setting the date. After
exiting the menu, if there is a change of the hour or the minutes, the seconds automatically reset.
When only the date has changed, the seconds do not reset. An automatically time set is available
only if the controller has Wi-Fi module and this module must be connected to the monitoring and
control system Naturela Smart Home.

Tthis option is available
only if the controller
is equipped with
WiFi modem and has
an access to the Internet
Language – Changing the language
Changing the language can be done by using the “▲” or “▼” buttons to move the selecting row
until the desired language is chosen and then confirmed with the  button or by directly touching
the line with the desired language, and selecting it without any additional confirmation. After
changing the language, exit the main menu, which is already working with the selected language.
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Timers – Setting and activating time intervals in which the operation of the burner to be allowed
and the temperature to which the boiler to heat. If at least one of the three timers is active, the
burner will only operate in the intervals indicated by the active timers! Outside these intervals, the
burner will be extinguished. Of course, other factors will be important for the ignition of the
burner, such as: temperature of the water in the boiler, condition of the OD input, condition of the
room thermostat, etc.

Timer activation key

Set temperature

The timer is valid only
for the days of the week
glowing with green LED
Days of the week

The time in the column “On” must be before the time in the column “Off”! If necessary, set the
“Off” time first, to provide larger range for the “On” setting
Information whether the timers are active, when and what will be their next on/off activation and
what is the set temperature from the timer, you can see on the main screen in the information
field.
Select fuel– From this menu you can select preset fuel profile, which is currently in use. All
parameters for the different profiles are set from "Service settings"»"Burning setup"»"Fuel
X".
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Display - „Brightness“ field changes the brightness of the display. The "Display date" field
indicates whether the date should be displayed in the bottom bar of the main screen when there is
other information that is displayed - burner operating phase or error messages. When date display
loading is turned off, the date is still displayed, when there is no other display information in the
bottom row of the main screen. The "Auto lock" row activates the automatic lock on the main
screen 30 seconds after the last action. The "Dim" row activates screen dimming 30 seconds after
the last action. When you press a button, the screen returns to its normal brightness.

Pump Settings- Settings for the circulation pumps' work of the external heating installations. For
the Central heating pump with row “On” you can set the minimum temperature of the boiler to
which the pump can turn on, with “Hysteresis” row you can set the min. temperature of the boiler
to which the pump can work i.e. the pump will turn off if the temperature of the boiler is under
the parameter “On” minus Parameter Hysteresis. For DHW pump with row "WH set temp" is set
the temperature to which the boiler will heat the water heater and with “Hysteresis” row is
indicated at what temperature of the water heater (row " WH set temp '' minus row "Hysteresis")
the boiler must heat the water heater again. The CH pump (Central heating) is connected to output
PH, and DHW pump (Domestic hot water) is connected to PWH output of the controller.

Central heating
field

Domestic hot water
field
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Field "Pump operation" can have the following options:
•

Heating – Working only the circulation pump for central the heating installation. The
circulation pump of the heating system is turned on when the temperature of the water in
the boiler reaches the temperature set to the "Pump on" row. The pump runs until the
temperature of the water gets lower than the difference between row “On” and row
“Hysteresis”. When the room thermostat activates due to reaching to the set temperature
the pump keeps working, but the burner's power decrease with one power level, with
defined intervals, which are set in menu "Service settings" » "Room thermostat".
Finally the burner goes into power “Suspend”. If the room thermostat gets back to its
normal state while the fire is still burning, it will go on to work according to the
temperature of the water in the boiler. If the room thermostat is active for a long time (all
times from "Power decrease" in menu "Service settings" » "Room thermostat" + the
time "Suspend mode" from menu "Service settings" » "Power modulation" has
expired) the burner will be extinguished and flame again after restoring the thermostat and
according the temperature of the water in the boiler is lower the set temperature minus
“Hysteresis flame” from menu "Service settings" » "General settings ".

•

DHW prior. – the domestic hot water (DHW) boiler is heated with priority. The pump in
the boiler installation is turned on when the following conditions are implemented:
▪ The temperature of the water in the boiler is higher then 35oC
▪ The difference between the boiler's temperature and the water heater's temperature
is more than 5oC
▪ The temperature of the water in the water heater is lower than the set temperature in
the installation area for DHW row "WH set temp'' minus row "Hysteresis"

After reaching the set temperature, the circulation pump stops and will turn on again, when the
temperature of the water in the water heater become lower than the difference "WH set temp" –
"Hysteresis" from the range for the installation for DHW. To ensure priority of the fast heating of
the water heater while the DHW pump is running, the circulation pump of the heating installation
stops. If there is an active room thermostat from menu "Service settings" » "Equipment", row
"Room thermostat" and if it has work the circulation pump of the heating installation stops. If the
temperature of the water in the water heater is higher then"WH set temp" – "Hysteresis" from
the DHW range the burner will switches to Suspend level. If the room thermostat restore its
function or the temperature of the water heater is low, the burner resumes its normal work and
switches to the required power level according to the boiler's temperature. If the situation does not
change, after the time that is allowed to unfold the fire, the burner will be extinguished. It will turn
on again when the temperature of the water in the boiler is lower then set temperature minus
"Ignition Hysteresis" from menu "Service settings" » "General settings". If there is a room
thermostat, then except for the above conditions either the thermostat must not be activated or the
temperature in the boiler must be lower then the set hysteresis.
• For a normal heat exchange, the boiler's set temperature must be at least 5°C
higher than the water heater's set temperature!
• If the central heating installation works without a room thermostat its pump will
work continuously and unconditionally!
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•

Parallel pumps- both the central heating and the domestic hot water installations work.
The burner and the pumps work as in DHW priority. The only difference is that the central
heating circulation pump is allowed to work together with the DHW pump.

•

Summer Mode – the boiler works only to heat up the water heater. The difference between
this mode and DHW Priority is that the burner turns on only if the water heater needs to be
heated. When the water heater reaches the set temperature (WH set temp) the burner turns
off. This mode does not control the central heating installation.

•
Manual Feeding – Manual control of the fuel auger motor or the circulation pumps. This function
is useful to fill up the auger motor when it's empty, to measure its capacity of pellet feeding for
calibration purposes, to test the pumps or to fill up the installations with fluid.
Timer for
fuel auger operation

The maximum time for manual control is about 6 minutes. After that the controller turn off outputs
and go to the previous screen. This mode can be used for calibrating the fuel auger motor, by first
filling the whole auger and then turn it on, to work for the desired exact period. Can be for
example 3 minutes, during witch time the pellets fall into a large enough container. Then the
weight of the pellets that have been collected must be measured and the number multiplied by 20.
This will give us how many kilograms of pellets fall per hour from the auger.
New WiFi network – If NRC-6 is equipped with a Wi-Fi module for Internet connection, and if it
is being installed for the first time or the Wi-Fi network to which it is connected needs to be
changed, then this menu must be used to do the configuration manually for the Wi-Fi module.

By pressing a button
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By pressing the button ,the module will switch to Access point mode by displaying the screen
below, the name of the new network, the password and the encryption method that must be
entered.
Name's of a new
WiFi network
Scan button for
nearby networks

The Network and Security fields can be filled in automatically only if the button for scanning
nearby Wi-Fi networks is pressed and the desired network is selected from the suggested list. In
this case, you only need to enter the password. After all the fields are filled in, it is necessary to
press the  button to confirm, and the data is sent to the WiFi module.
When you press the button to scan nearby WiFi networks, the screen below displays information
about the number of all of the found networks.

Founded networks

When the scan is complete, a list of all the found networks will be displayed and the user will be
able to select his network. If his network is not in the list, with the button
it is possible to return
to the previous screen and start a new search. If no network is detected, the screen automatically
returns to its previous state, where a new search can be started or the data can be entered manually
using the virtual keyboard.
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Service settings
These menus concern the burner's general control, burning process and safe usage. Because of the
importance of these parameters, the access to the Service Settings can be restricted with an access
code. This option is disabled by default. To enable it go to the menu Service Settings » Change
Code. Press and hold the Menu button for more than 2 seconds to enter the Service Settings. If the
access code is enabled, the first screen requires its input:

When entering the code by the virtual keypad, the last digit is displayed for 2 seconds, after which
it is replaced by the symbol "*" for security reasons.
After entering all digits from the access code you must press the button
to confirm it. If the
code is correct, the Service Settings sub-menu screen is displayed. If the entered code is incorrect,
the corresponding message is displayed, after which it is only possible to return to the main
screen. If no code is entered, it will automatically return to the main screen.
The controller NPBC-V6T supports settings for 4 different types of fuels. Some of the settings do
not depend on the fuel and they are general for all types of fuels. Most of the parameters are
individual for each type and are available trough a menu “Service settings” » Burning Setup »,
where you have to choose ''Fuel 1'', ''Fuel 2'', ''Fuel 3'' or ''Fuel 4''.
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Service Settings for all types of fuel
Equipment- Enable/disable the additional mechanisms and sensors of the burner's configuration
and set the polarity of the room thermostat's and the OD input's contacts. The OD input function
can be ''External stop '' , and when it is active, the burner will be forcibly extinguished and will
ignite only after its release. In this case the polarity normally closed or normally open is set with
row '' Ext. stop NC'', so if the switch is on, and to input OD the circuit is in short , the burner will
work. If the circuit is interrupted, the burner will be extinguished. Second function can be choose
for input OD ''Vacuum switch'' which must be with normally closed contact. If it is open, first
stopped pellets feeding, the main fan is increased to 100 and if it last more than 66 sec., the burner
is switched off.

Burner feeder
Room thermostat
normally open
External stop to OD
with normally closeed
contact (NC)
The OD input function
will be '' External stop''
General Settings – Here are the control settings of the internal auger motors (Burner Feeder), the
maximum allowed set temperature for the boiler and Hysteresis.
The burner feeder
will work 1.5 times longer
than the main auger
Additional seconds for
burner feeder's active time

The internal auger motor always starts at the same time with the main auger.
The active time of the auger motor in seconds is: Tia=

T fa ∗Operation
+Extra Sec.
100

where: Tia is the internal auger motor's active time;
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Flame detection - It is set how much the temperature of the exhaust gases shoud be increase or
decrease for detecting fire or extinguished fire and what is the maximum time after stopping the
pellet feeding after which fire should be considered for extinguished.
The fire will be considered
for alight, if the temperature
of the exhaust gases
The fire will be considered

increase with 20°

for extinguished, if passed
The fire will be considered for

5 minutes is without fuel

extinguished, if the temperature

feeding.

of the exhaust gases
decrease with 40°

Power Modulation – Setting the difference between the set temperature and the boiler's
temperature for each power level. Here are set the operating conditions for the power of
''Suspend", waiting time and maximum overheating above the set temperature, after that the burner
is extinguished.
If the difference between the
set temperature and the current
temperature of the boiler is more
than 10°, the burner works on P3

If the difference is between 0°C
and 5°C, the burner works on P2.
Otherwise, it will work on
Suspend power level

If the difference is between
5°C and 10°C,
the burner works on P2

If the boiler's temperature gets
higher than the set temperature
with 8°C, the burner turns off
immediately.

The burner will work
in Suspend mode
maximum 20 minutes,
then it will turn off

Room thermostat - Set the time for decreasing of the power level when the burner is on CH
priority mode. In this mode, when there is an active room thermostat, if the burner works with
power P3, it will wait the set time for P3, and if the thermostat is still active it will go to power P2.
If the thermostat remains activated for the time set for P2, it will switch to power P1. After P1, if
the thermostat is still active, the burner switches to “Suspend” power level and works on it for as
long duration as it is set in the menu Service Settings » Power Modulation, parameter Duration.
After the maximum time for suspension has expired, if the thermostat remains activated, the
burner is extinguished.
When activating line "NRC8-SV mode", the modulation of the burner power in "Heating" mode
is allowed, depending on the set and measured room temperature in the additional control module
with function from the room thermostat NRC8-SV.
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If the room thermostat is
active, the burner will
work on P2 for 60 seconds
After another 60 seconds
from P2 to P1 etc

Additional cleaning – Here are the options for the use of an additional fan or other cleaning
mechanism connected to the FC output is set during the cleaning cycles.
Possible options for managing additional cleaning are:
•

"FC only" is the simplest option, in which the FC output is activated for the set "Cleaning
time" in "Start", "Stop" and "Alarm", respectively. If the set time is 0, the output is not
activated and the additional cleaning phase will be missed.

•

With "FC + pause", the FC output is activated again for the set time, but before the burner
continues with the next phase, there is a waiting pause with the same duration, but with
switched off FC output. This variant is suitable for moving grates driven by linear
actuators, which need power supply for one direction of movement, and when the power
failure they return back. The added pause is in order to wait for the grate to return to its
starting position.

•

"FC + AUX" is suitable for controlling linear actuators in which both moving directions
must be power supplied separately. In this case, the FC output supplies the operating stroke
of the actuator again for the set time, and output AUX, which is responsible for the
returning to the start position and is continuously supplied, except for the time when the
FC output is activated.

The selected option of additional cleaning control applies, as well as for cleaning before ignition,
after extinguishing and back burning, but also to intermediate cleaning.
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Safety Setup – If there is an installed high temperature sensor for the exhaust gases, it will be
used to display an alarm, for decreasing the power of the burner or extinguishing the burner when
the temperature of the exhaust gases gets higher then the set initially in this menu temperatures.
If the exhaust gases'
Temperature is higher than
200° an alarm will be displayed

If the exhaust gases'
Temperature is higher than
220° the burner will turn off

When activating the "Power reduction" row, if the flue gas temperature is higher than the set in the
"Warning" row, in addition to displaying a warning, the burner power will be limited to P1.
The row "Frost protection" is to activate the frost protection function of the boiler. The function is
activated when the temperature in the boiler falls to 3 ° C, allowing the automatic ignition of the
burner, even if it is switched off, by an active thermostat, timer or external stop. When the function
is activated, a sign
appears in the top line of the main screen. If the burner operates because of
the frost protection function, it will turn off, when the temperature in the boiler reaches at least 10
° C. After starting the ignition, the check for the reached temperature will be activate only after the
burning phase of the first dose. You must have in mind that if there is an activated alarm that does
not allow the burner to be turn on, the frost protection function will not activate and the burner
will not ignite!
The function for Periodic activation of the pumps works as emergency start of the required pump
for 2 minutes, if it has not worked for 3 hours. When the function has emergency started one of the
pumps, on the top line of the main screen will appear a sign . The function doesn't work, if
required pump is switched off from menu “Service settings » Equipment!
Change code- – Enable/Disable the access code from the Service Settings. The code should be
only from digits - not more than 6 symbols. If the use of a code is allowed when entering the
menu, a new code must be entered!
If it is activated,
the service settings will be
available after enter the code

Outputs test-This menu directly controls all of the controller's outputs. This test can be done only
when the burner is in Standby mode. The controller supplies power to the outputs for 5 minutes, if
no buttons are pressed during that time. After that the outputs turn off and go to the previous
screen.
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At other than 0
FM output
will be powered
Power switch for
output SF

Inputs Status - This is a service screen that displays the status of all controller inputs in real time.
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Fuel dependent settings
The access of this setting is through menu ''Service settings » Burning setup» where you must
choose ''Fuel 1''»''Fuel 2''» ''Fuel 3'' or ''Fuel 4''.
Cleaning – From this menu is the setting for the duration of the cleaning cycles, with the time for
work of the main fan. If necessary the fans can be adjusted not to operate in full power. Here you
can set whether to have an automatically cleaning cycles and during what period. The Auto
cleaning cycle are as follow: extinguishing, cleaning after extinguishing and re-ignition. The
cleaning procedures are performed before ignition (row Start), after extinguishing or automatically
cleaning (row Stop) and in case of an alarm “back burning”(row Alarm). The setting for additional
fan or other cleaning mechanism are common to all fuels and can be changed from menu ''
Service settings'' » ''Additional cleaning''.

Fuel number 1

The burner will be cleaned
automatically after
120 minutes
continuous combustion
Ignition – In this menu set the number of ignition attempts, the operating time of the fuel auger
for loading the first dose with pellets, the exhaust fan speed during the entire period of ignition
and maximal duration of the three stage of ignition. Also the speed of the main fan during each
stage.

Column with duration
in seconds at each
stage fromignition

Main fan speed
column

If the photo sensor detects a successful ignition the procedure will be terminated and the burner
proceeds to unfolding the fire.
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Unfolding- This control menu is for the process of smoothly unfolding the fire after its ignition.
The upper field sets the fans' speed, main fan and exhaust fan and the duration of burning of the
first fuel dose. In the bottom field sets for how long the burner should work on P1 and P2 power
levels before switching to the required power level according to the boiler's temperature. The
bottom field sets the time for holding for each power level in the process of smoothly increasing
from the power of the smallest P1 to reaching the nominal level according to the boiler's set
temperature.
Waiting time for
burning the first dose
and fans speed
After burning the first dose
It will work it will work for
60 sec. with power P1 and
another 60 with power P2
Power P1, Power P2, Power P3, Suspend - Identical menus for setting the parameters of each
power level from smallest P1 to desired level for maintaining of the fire. For the dosage to the
amount of pellets, is set the Feed selection, which is the operating time of the fuel auger, and row
Cycle, which is the time between two fuel supply periods. To burn the fire properly it needs to add
sufficient air. So, you must adjust the speed of the main fan (row Fan) and the exhaust fan(row
exhaust fan).
Fuel number 1

Power number P1

At every 30 seconds
fuel auger turns on
for 3 seconds
Calculated power of
base entered
caloric and capacity
on the fuel auger 1

The Power P3 must be set to maximum possible power, that burner can achieve. The power P2
should be 50% from P3,and P1 to be 20% from P3.With these settings the controller will be able
smoothly to modulate the power of the burner in range from 20% to 100%, changing the power if
it is necessary for each new cycle. For example: if you need power 75%, the controller will switch
between P3 and P2 and then again to P3 on equal time intervals. In this case the average power
will be (100+50)/2 = 75. The time for switching will depend on the whole system inertia and the
set temperature differences in the menu Service Settings » Power Modulation. The shortest
switch time interval could be the cycle which is 20-30 seconds. For such a short period of time,
the temperature of the heating installation can't change significantly and it's impossible for a
human to sense the ripples between the power levels. When also adding power level ''Suspend'',
witch will be smaller than P1, the burner will have wider rage of modulation.
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It is important when setting the power Suspend, parameters not to allow increasing of the cycle
between two feeding of the pellets and then the pellets in the burning chamber to burn out, and
not leave enough ember to ignite the next pellets!
Itern Clean- This menu sets one additional option which the controller NPBC-V6T has to offer Intermediate cleaning. While the burner works normally it increase the speed of the fans, and
this goes to increase the temperature of the fire for a short time, and this will lead to completely
burning the slag and the ash. For this option row '' Output FC'' must be activate. In this case the
way of the control of the additional cleaning mechanism connected to the output FC is set from
menu '' Service setting " » "Additional cleaning".
You must have in mind that when setting "FC + pause" or "FC + AUX" is selected, the actual
duration of the intermediate cleaning is two times longer from the set one!
On every 10 min of the burner's
work, the intermediate cleaning
will be executed for 30 seconds
At intermediate cleaning
the fans will
change to 76 main and
0 exhaust fan
At intermediate cleaning
FC output will be activated
More Settings - Here you can set the capacity of auger motor, the calorific value of the fuel and the
speed of the main and exhaust gases fans during the extinguishing.
For the correct calculation of the current burner power and correct data and graphs for the
consumption of pellets, it is important the auger capacity and the calorific value of the fuel to be
correctly entered.
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Electronic pellet burner controller - NPBC-V6T-2
Additional information about the controller
After the power supply to the controller is on, a yellow text with Control module's version appears
on the screen for 2 seconds. There are two options for this text: NRC-8MV – a control module for
the pellet burner or NRC-8 SV – a control module for the pellet burner with an option to work as a
room thermostat. After that the controller displays a screen with its version and the software
versions of the Control module and the Executive module:

Version of the controller
Software version of
the Executive module

Software version of
the Cotrol module

If you do not go to the main screen within 3 seconds, the options are as follows:
•

If there is no version of the executive module(only –), its mean that there is a
communication problem between the control module and the executive module or the
executive module does not work. In this case you have to look how the green LED of the
executive module flashes (MCU Status). Normally, it will light up on and off with a pause
for 0.5 seconds, and if it flashes like that the problem could be in the connection between
two of the modules. If the LED lights up on and off for 2,4 seconds , that means that in the
executive module there is no loaded software and it must be loaded by USB with software
update program. If the LED lights up on and off for 1 second, it means that there is no
communication between two modules and the connection must be re-checked.

•

If the controller's version is in red, there is a hardware incompatibility between the
modules.

•

If the software version of the Executive module is red, there is a software incompatibility
between the modules.
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Electronic pellet burner controller - NPBC-V6T-2
SETUP PARAMETERS RANGE FOR NPBC-V6T-2
Menu
Display

Parameter

unit

Min

Max

Default

level

2

10

7

Pump On

°C

10

80

60

Hysteresis

°C

1

20

5

WH set temp

°C

10

70

50

Hysteresis

°C

1

20

5

Operation

%

100

500

150

Extr. Sec.

seconds

00

30

00

°C

35

90

90

kg/h

0.5

2000.0

10.0

°C

5

60

20

°C

5

90

40

min

5

60

5

P3 ΔT

°C

2

30

10

P2 ΔT

°C

1

29

05

P1 ΔT

°C

0

28

00

minutes

0

120

20

°C

00

20

8

Fan

seconds

0

600

180

FC

seconds

0

250

0

Fan

seconds

0

600

180

FC

seconds

0

250

0

Fan

seconds

0

600

180

FC

seconds

0

250

0

minutes

10

990

120

count

0

5

3

seconds

1

240

10

speed

0

100

0

seconds

0

600

30

speed

--

--

--

seconds

10

540

120

speed

0

100

10

seconds

10

540

180

Brightness
Ch pump

Pump settings
DHW pump
Burner feeder
General settings

Max. Temp.
Feeder capacity
Ignition

Flame Detection

Power
Modulation

Extinction

Duration
Overheating
Start

Cleaning

Stop
Alarm
Cycle

Ignition

Ignition retries
Loading
Exhaust fan
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
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Electronic pellet burner controller - NPBC-V6T-2
speed

0

100

20

seconds

0

300

0

Fan

speed

0

100

20

Exhaust fan

speed

0

100

20

Р1

seconds

10

600

60

Р2

seconds

10

600

60

Feed

seconds

0.1

25.0

3.0

Cycle

seconds

4

120

30

Fan

speed

0

100

25

Exhaust fan

speed

0

100

25

Feed

seconds

0.1

25.0

3.0

Cycle

seconds

4

120

30

Fan

speed

0

100

50

Exhaust fan

speed

0

100

50

Feed

seconds

0.1

25.0

5.0

Cycle

seconds

4

120

30

Fan

speed

0

100

100

Exhaust fan

speed

0

100

100

Feed

seconds

0.1

25.0

2.0

Cycle

seconds

4

120

120

Fan

speed

0

100

5

Exhaust fan

speed

0

100

5

Cycle

minutes

1

15

10

Duration

seconds

4

120

30

Main fan

speed

0

100

75

Exhaust fan

speed

0

100

0

Р3

seconds

10

240

60

Р2

seconds

10

240

60

Р1

seconds

10

240

60

Warning >

°C

150

300

200

Extinguish >

°C

151

350

220

Duration
Unfolding fire

Setup Р1

Setup Р2

Setup Р3

Suspend

Intermediate
Cleaning

RT Control

Safety Setup
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